
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of application designer. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for application designer

Provide design support and assistance for on-boarding new team members
Create 2D and 3D tender presentation drawings using AutoCAD for unitized
window wall and curtain wall to include modifying existing and developing
custom unitized systems
Develop die quality system details, glazing components and installation
instructions in conjunction with production of mock-up drawings
Ensure execution of mock ups, witness testing, and provides support in the
areas of installation and troubleshooting of the mock ups
Perform jobsite inspection and mock-up installation and testing supervision
Possess timely and accurate responses to customer needs
Analyze and manage projects with a focus on minimizing risks, offering
improvements, and reducing claims
Possess a proactive approach to pursue opportunities in order to obtain new
orders and repeat business
Understand the market demand and proactively follow up to obtain new
orders
Problem solve/arrive at solutions for orders that are held up with issues

Qualifications for application designer

Very Good Analytical capabilities
The individual in this role will also be required, when necessary, to write detail
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Preferrably be able to Design and develop the Integration layer Enterprise
solutions using the TIBCO BW 5 and/or BW 6 (Busniess works) using the JMS
and EMS messaging tehniques, MQ queues, Scheduler, Adapters and
Mainframe interaction using copybooks and other down stream systems
Role, responsibilities and qualifications required for this position
Minimum 5 +years experience in development of Process Flows using TIBCO
Business Works
Should able to capture the Business requirment and provide the optimal
solution in the Integration layer


